
Reverse
Everything we do is to enhance 

your vision of beauty. 

We believe the body is 

a canvas, our clinical 

tools are the ink and 

each skilled brush 

stroke reverses the 

effects of time.

the effects of time. 

LesEncres.com

Skin laxity is a term used to describe the 
noticeable looseness that can occur all over our 
bodies as we age. We typically start to see signs 
of looser, sagging skin beginning in our early 
thirties. Genetics plays a part however there 
are many other contributing factors to our skin 
heading downward. Diet, our environment, 
stress, smoking, sun exposure, fluctuations in 
weight and poor sleep patterns all take their 
toll and cause us to lose precious collagen and 
elastin in our skin. 

Collagen and elastin are proteins that work 
together to form the binding fibers of our skin. 
These fibers provide us with a web-like support 
making up over 80% of the outer layer of skin 
(the dermis).  

Collagen gives our skin its firmness while elastin 
gives flexibility and helps the skin bounce back.  
Our bodies naturally produce both proteins 
but as we age, we produce less and less.  Other 
factors are at war with our skin as well and with 
the skin laxity.

The problem 
is laxity...

The solution is 
Les Encres...
Until cosmetic threads, the only real solution for 

loose skin was an invasive surgical procedure. The 

traditional face-lift can be transforming to the 

appearance but with it comes extended healing 

time, risks and higher treatment cost. Historically, 

these factors have made the traditional face-lift 

unavailable as a cosmetic option for most. 

There are other less invasive modalities such as 

lasers or dermal fillers. Both can be great options 

for smaller areas where fine lines and wrinkles 

are the only concern.  For larger areas and to truly 

solve the problem of skin laxity anywhere, you 

need one thing, lift.  

Cosmetic threads are surgical sutures inserted 

under the skin using a small needle. Threading 

these sutures under the skin allows us to use the 

exposed thread end to pull the loose skin taut. 

A cosmetic thread procedure offers mirror-like 

effects of the more invasive, surgical face-lift 

procedure without the added pain and hassle.  

Restoring a smooth, youthful appearance to the 

face, neck, décolleté (chest canvas), breasts, legs, 

buttocks, upper arm, and mid-section. 
BEFORE AFTER
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Unwrap Time!
Time gifts us with experience, wisdom, laughter, 
and memories. Treasures yes, but they come 
wrapped in forehead wrinkles, laugh lines, 
crows feet, sagging, stretch marks, cellulite and 
more. If only we could gain the gifts but not 
their wrappings…

Les Encres Cosmetic Threads can help you 
unwrap time!

Cosmetic threads are a breakthrough in 
the aesthetic industry. Often referred to as 
the “Lunchtime Facelift”, a cosmetic thread 
treatment offers astounding results without 
surgery or chemical dermal fillers. Using Les 
Encres threads, we can lift, tighten and add 
volume where needed ~ all in the time it takes 

you to eat lunch. 

Wisdom is a great gift!

Wisdom without wrinkles,  
even better!

Ask us how to unwrap time today!

Split Ends – “Yes Please!”

During a Les Encres Thread Treatment, a trained, 

licensed practitioner will place thin threads under 

the skin through tiny needle sites made in targeted 

areas.  The loose skin is not removed, it is pulled back 

using the thread ends and then tiny sub-dermal, 

non-visible stiches are made to secure the lift. To 

produce lift we use cosmetic threads with ‘strategic 

split ends’ that gently grab a hold of tissue as they 

are pulled taunt. This slight suspension tightens up 

the treatment area and restores that youthful look. 

Les Encres Cosmetic Threads can help reduce the 

appearance of cellulite on the buttocks and thighs, 

smooth out the décolleté, provide slight lift to the 

breasts and knees, minimize sagging on the upper 

arms (batwings), chin and neck, and reduce the 

appearance of nasal-facial folds and marionette lines. 

Les Encres Cosmetic Threads dissolve completely 

leaving behind new, healthy collagen in their place. 

The boost in collagen gives each treatment area a 

“reset” on the normal aging process.

Patients remain fully conscious during the procedure 

and can see the results as the practitioner works 

making for the unique experience of being able to 

approve of your own look while the treatment is still 

in process. 

Good Use of Thick Skin

Collagen is a key element in keeping our skin plump, 

firm and thick. The thicker the skin, the more defense 

it has against the tug of gravity. Since we are not 

producing as much collagen as we age, our skin 

thins out, gravity takes is toll and the sagging begins. 

When cosmetic threads are placed, the body thinks 

it needs to heal the area so it jump-starts the “healing 

response” and begins the natural production of 

collagen in that area. The increase of collagen means 

firmer, smoother, thicker more volumous skin. 

Increases collagen supply also provides additional 

hydration to the skin which also adds volume 

smoothing out fine lines and wrinkles as it “fills up” 

with vital nutrients. 

Les Encres Threads are hidden within the skin, 

avoiding scarring.  There is minimal discomfort for a 

few days following but you’re able to return to your 

normal routine after leaving our office. 

Common Questions – 

Is this painful?
The treatment itself is nearly pain free. Patients do 

report feeling slight discomfort for a few days following 

the treatment, but the healing typically does not keep 

you from your normal daily routine. 

Is it done at a hospital?
No. The treatment requires minimal local anesthetic 

and is safely completed by a licensed professional in 

their office.

When do I get to see the new me?
You will be able to see the changes a little lift can 

make during and immediately following treatment. If 

treatment is in smaller areas and kick-starting collagen 

production, it will take about eight weeks to see 

noticeable effects of treatment. You will see increased 

benefits for the next few months as well.

How long does this last? 
The more youthful look achieved by Les Encres Cosmetic 

Threads can last anywhere from 2 to 3 years depending 

on treatment area and type of thread used.

Thread Choices

Insist on Les Encres 
Cosmetic Threads

Les Encres Cosmetic Threads offers the most 

extensive selection of any other thread company in 

the industry. We spend extensive time training and 

providing support to each cosmetic provider so by 

choosing a Les Encres Cosmetic Thread procedure 

your new look is in the hands of the best!

[i] Irina Lopandina, PDO Threads, New Approach to Skin Rejuvenation.  [ii] U 
Bauer, MH Graivier. Optimizing injectable poly-L-lactic acid administration for 
soft tissue augmentation. Can J Plast Surg 2011;19(3):e22-e27.  [iii] Biodegradable 
polyesters for medical and ecological applications, Yoshito Ikada*1, Hideto Tsuji2

Versatility
4-6 month absorption rate; 18-24 month 

aesthetic duration [i]

Collagen Production
24 month absorption rate; 2 - 4 year 

aesthetic duration [ii]

Volume
8 month absorption rate; 18-24 month 

aesthetic duration [iii]
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